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The Crofton Park and Honor Oak Park residents’ aim is to have a Neighbourhood Plan that will support the gradual development 
and improvement of their neighbourhood to make it more attractive, vibrant and a healthy place to live. Part of this depends on the 
concurrent protection and enhancement of its natural and built heritage character and features as well as ensuring that any new 
buildings and development do not inadvertently spoil this character but add to the detail, intrigue and harmony of the built form.  

To achieve this, the Neighbourhood Forum have put together these preliminary design guidelines as a complementary document 
to the Neighbourhood Plan. It sees this guidance document as helping both residents and future developers understand the merits 
of the built form characteristics and the elements of the neighbourhood that its residents love and cherish. 

INTRODUCTIONCONTENTS

COMPONENTS

The Design Guidelines are organised in the following three 
main components:

 ► Townscape & Built Form
Addressing issues related to the contribution that individual 
properties or development make to the overall character 
and appeal of the area: façades, boundary treatment, front 
gardens, etc.

 ► Shopping Streets and Employment Areas
Relating to the active and communal parts of the 
neighbourhoods and ways to improve its vibrancy and long 
term success.

 ► Environment and Public Realm
Providing suggestions for the progressive improvement 
of the public and green spaces, both as comprehensive 
projects and as small scale progressive improvements.

SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES

The Design Guidelines are a companion to the Neighbourhood 
Plan policies and the Lewisham Plan regarding the protection 
of local distinctiveness, non-designated heritage assets 
and areas of special character. The Guidelines set out to 
clarify what these aspirations mean specifically in Crofton 
Park and Honor Oak Park, with tangible and practical 
examples emerging from the remarks of the community 
and the Neighbourhood Forum in a variety of meetings and 
consultation events.

Their objectives include:

 ► To protect and enhance the natural, built and heritage 
assets of the neighbourhood

 ► To create a healthy and safe living environment 

 ► To create vibrant  neighbourhood local centres and local 
shopping parades which meet the needs of residents 

 ► To protect and enhance the environment, townscape and 
character of the neighbourhood 

 ► To ensure that new development is of a high design quality 
in keeping with the character of the area
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“Our goal is to celebrate and enhance the areas’s cultural, built and natural 
heritage to become an inclusive and healthy neighbourhood that is uniquely 
nested between the three hilly parklands of Hilly Fields, One Tree Hill and Blythe 
Hill and where its distinctive townscape centres maintain their vibrant and 
independent character. We want the HopCroft area to embody the principles 
of healthy places to ensure everyone benefits equally from its distinctive 
qualities, facilities and friendliness”  
         Neighbourhood Vision
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CHARACTER OF THE AREA

The neighbourhood area is characterised by coherent and distinctive patterns of 
residential development, starting from the period following the arrival of the railways. 
It conserves to this day its orderly green suburban feel - with expansive views from 
the parks on the hilltops. Character Assessments may be prepared in the future to 
help define more precisely the distinctive character of various part of the area. In the 
meantime, this guide intends to give some preliminary guidance based on the views 
expressed in consultation and observation.
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FEATURES OF THE AREA

Layers of development over the decades have enriched the area with historic and 
recent features - some unique, other quirky, other the legacy of great craftsmanship 
or visionary ideas. An inventory of features will be needed, as these pages only give a 
simple glimpse of what is there. 
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These Design Guidelines are intended to promote progressive 
and positive change throughout the neighbourhood. As 
companion to the Neighbourhood Plan they could will be of 
material consideration in the event of a planning application. 

However, the majority of the change will come from the direct 
action of individual residents or business owners wanting to 
improve their property as well as improve the neighbourhood 
as a whole. The Guidelines aim to provide simple observations 
and recommendations of what constitutes ‘appropriate 
enhancement’ for this particular area.

The Guidelines are non site-specific and do not suggest 
individual locations for action or improvement. The 
Neighbourhood Plan, however, contains recommendations for 
specific projects.

HOW TO READ THE GUIDELINES

Each topic is arranged on two facing pages, with good / 
inspirational examples (mainly from the local area). Simple 
bullet points indicate the main actions, and indicate other 
relevant reference material where appropriate.

Less good or missed opportunities are also taken from the 
local area. At the end of each topic there is a dedicated double 
page of examples of what should be avoided in future. These 
are for reference and are not intended to indicate properties or 
locations that should necessarily change - they merely indicate 
recurrent and widespread issues that tarnish the character of 
the area and should be avoided in future or corrected where 
possible.

TOWNSCAPE & BUILT FORM

HOW TO USE THE GUIDE 01

The majority of the change will come from the direct action of 
individual residents or business owners wanting to improve their 
property as well as improve the neighbourhood as a whole.

Positive example 
marked with a 
green tick

Key action 
points

Further 
inspiration

Less good and 
common issue 
marked with a 
red cross
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The Honor Oak Park and Crofton Park has been developed 
over the decades as a low-rise essentially residential and 
suburban area. Groups of streets and houses were built at 
different times, but with consistent street grids and property 
types. Often properties have matching details, similar front 
gardens and a general sense of harmony and unity, which 
add to a distinctive townscape character. The Honor Oak Park 
Area of Special Character (Neighbourhood Plan Policy BE2) 
has particular heritage and townscape value that should be 
protected and enhanced. But it is not the only one: many of the 
streets display a high level of consistency and a coherent and 
attractive urban environment that should be treasured by all 
residents. Pockets of architecturally interesting buildings from 
the Arts and Crafts era, the 1960s (Ewart Estate) and Segal 
self-built housing add to the distinctiveness of the area. 

Typically, most streets have their own coherent palettes of 
materials and detailing, consistently arranged front gardens 
and uniform proportions. These should be recognised as 
a value to the whole neighbourhood and opportunities for 
enhancement or reinstatement should be taken wherever 
possible. 

IMPROVING EXISTING 
HOMES FOR A BETTER 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

Much of the appeal and quality of the area is created by the attractive 
residential streets, their frontages and greenery. Homeowners can have a strong 
positive influence  on the neighbourhood by enhancing their own frontage and 
by paying attention to the character of the street as a whole.

When renovating, extending or refurbishing, it is important to 
take the opportunity to improve the quality and identity of the 
street and neighbourhood by following these guiding principles:

 ► Use materials for façade renovations that are coherent 
to the traditional building materials on your street, be it 
face brickwork, stone dressing or render.  Enhance period 
details, wherever possible.

 ► Avoid disrupting the visual harmony of the residential 
frontage by introducing incongruous disruptive colours or 
finishes - especially in twin or matching properties.

 ► Retain residential boundaries and when replacing, use 
designs and materials that provide a coherent treatment to 
the edges and are typical of the period / street.  Reinstate 
or protect remaining period details such as low walls with 
coping, railings, tiled pathways and gateposts. 

 ► Organise the location of refuse bins away from the street to 
reduce clutter, improve the experience of pedestrians and 
promote street vibrancy.

 ► Loft conversions should be a positive addition to the 
roofscape, well proportioned, and utilising high quality 
materials, to enrich the existing built form.

Over the decades, many of the street trees were lost and in 
current times of restricted public budgets, it may be worthwhile 
consider greening the neighbourhood starting from the front 
gardens:

 ► Rich landscape is important to enhance the greenery of the 
neighbourhood and to reduce hard surfacing and surface 
water runoff.

 ► Small trees in the deeper front gardens (where subsidence 
will not be an issue), or rich shrub planting will make a very 
significance difference in reinstating the greenery of the 
area.
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RESIDENTIAL  
FRONTAGES - FAÇADES

FAÇADE RENOVATIONS COHERENT TO THE STREET

 ► All facade renovations should be attentive to the integrity of the street as a whole and the possibility to improve the wider area.

 ► Whenever possible, restore facades to the prevailing materials and features, especially in the Special Character Area and in 
streets with strong uniformity of development where original face brickwork and slate roofs will reinforce the identity of the 
street.

 ► Reinstate, retain and improve original features such as stained glass windows, hipped bay roofs and gable ends, decorated 
roof lines, porches, and details such as finials, barge boards and stonework. 

 ► When replacing windows with contemporary UPVC, select the original window partition, for example sash window panes.

 ► In some areas, unity and uniformity is not a positive feature: for example where the properties are very bland, or where 
differentiation is a quality in itself. In these cases, contemporary design, good materials and accurate detailing can refresh and 
improve the frontages.

FOR INSPIRATION

Original brickwork and detailing preserved, 
adding  richness to the character of the 
neighbourhood

Sash windows keeping the original proportions 
safeguards the integrity of the street

Loss of original features (stone detailing, low walls, 
pointed bay roof) detracts from the character of the 
street and of the property

Preserving the uniform red brick and stone 
detailing enhances the distinct character of the 
street

Inappropriate front edge treatment  
(see Page 14)

Inappropriate front edge treatment  
(see Page 14)

Inappropriate change of colour and finish in a 
frontage that has strong unity otherwise 

Facing brick façades should be retained to preserve 
wall longevity and street coherence. Pebbledash, 
render, paints or tiles should never be used and 
removed where possible





Time has brought numerous changes and renovations, but has not 
destroyed the quality of the street overall, as windows, doors and roofs 
broadly march the original features and the brick faces have been retained

A bland and featureless façade is improved by 
better windows and quality contemporary detailing

Brick cleaning and repointing is typically 
preferable to rendering, which will look tired in a 
short time frame
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RESIDENTIAL  
FRONTAGES - EDGES

EDGE TREATMENT AND BOUNDARIES

 ► Provide  good enclosure to property frontages, use designs and materials that provide a coherent treatment to the edges and 
is typical of the period and is prevailing in the street.

 ► Do not remove boundaries to residential frontages and when      replacing, ensure heights consistent with traditional low walls. 
Close board and other wooden fencing is incongruous and detracts from the street character.  

 ► Enhance and protect remaining period details such as low walls with coping, railings, tiled pathways, iron gates  and brick 
gateposts. Contemporary interpretations could be attractive as long as well designed and with high quality finishes.

 ► Replace or replant vegetated edges wherever appropriate to enhance the overall greenery of the street.

FOR INSPIRATION

Gateposts and iron gates retained or 
reintroduced, clearly defining the private space

Abundant vegetation protecting privacy and 
increasing the greenery of the street

Solid boundary wall in bricks matching the original 
detailing. Materials and design representative of 
the property period.

Proliferation of satellite dishes on the street is 
unattractive

Weeds and poorly maintained paths

Lack of greenery does not contribute to the 
quality of the street

Property boundary inconsistent across the same 
building. Incongruous wooden fence detracts from 
the quality of the property and the street

Coherent treatment of the front boundary 
across properties, for a well-ordered street

Climbers soften the façade and enhance the 
green suburban character

Contemporary design of wall with integral railing 
provides a simple and respectful property boundary 
enclosure

Retained trees and planters to enhance the street 
Contemporary edge designs could be preferable 
where the street has no established front garden 
style

Low solid wall and dense hedge provide 
 a strong property edge
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RESIDENTIAL  
FRONTAGES - FRONT GARDENS

LANDSCAPED FRONT GARDENS

 ► Front gardens provide the most expedient and immediate opportunity to increase the greenery of the neighbourhood, reduce 
surface water run off and improve the property.

 ► Plant suitable trees in private frontages where practical, e.g. in homes  with deep front gardens (4-5m).

 ► Use soft and permeable surfacing, e.g. soft ground or gravel to reduce surface water runoff and allow rainwater to drain 
naturally from your front garden.

 ► Homeowners who want to pave over more than five square metres of their front gardens should use porous materials.  For 
additional guidance see Section 4.3 of Lewisham Streetscape Guide or visit www.communities.gov.uk for fuller guidance.

 ► Protect existing public realm trees and trees in private properties that make an important contribution to the amenity of the 
area  – additional guidance is contained in Section 2.9 of the Lewisham Streetscape Guide.

FOR INSPIRATION

Where the front garden is deep enough, a small 
tree  can enhance the whole street frontage

Street trees should be retained or replaced. Where 
possible new trees should be planted

Well landscaped front gardens provide the easiest 
way to increase street greenery and a permeable 
surface for natural drainage

Poor maintenance and lack of boundary 
enclosure affect the whole street scene

A deep front garden is an opportunity for trees 
and planters that enhance the whole street

Hard surfacing is unattractive and increases 
surface water runoff 

Abundant vegetation that spills on the street can 
be very attractive

Replacing front gardens with parking forecourts 
creates a harsh street setting and should be 
avoided





Natural draining shingles can be attractive 
and reduce water run off

Contemporary garden design can be simple and visually 
interesting even in a small front garden

Even the smallest gardens can make simple 
additions to improve the overall street

Tall evergreens and colourful shrubs in medium 
sized front gardens improve the street
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RESIDENTIAL  
FRONTAGES - BINS

IMPROVE THE SETTING OF REFUSE AND RECYCLING BINS

 ► Organise the storing of refuse bins away from the street to reduce clutter, improve the experience of pedestrians and promote 
street vibrancy.

 ► Hedges and appropriate vegetation to house frontages can provide effective screening of refuse bins. 

 ► Consider permanent enclosures for refuse bins within front gardens as an option and where practical-  these could be of 
uniform design that enhances the street character.

 ► Refuse bins should not block pedestrian routes and footways should be clear to ensure adequate space for pedestrian 
movement including disabled  persons. 

 ► Further design guidance is contained in Section 4.1. and 5.20. Lewisham Streetscape Guide. 

FOR INSPIRATION

An organised location of refuse bins away from 
the street reduces clutter and ensures adequate 
space for pedestrians

Simple and tidy dedicated space for refuse and recycling 

Possible dedicated enclosure for refuse and recycling 
is good, but perhaps boxy functional units are not 
desirable on the street

Even the smallest front garden can improve 
the setting of refuse bins within the property 
boundary: lightweight and vegetated structures 
like this one can be a good solution

Refuse bins left on the street are unsightly and 
create clutter. Storing refuse bins permanently on 
the street detracts from the character of the area
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RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY 
ALTERATIONS - LOFTS

LOFT CONVERSIONS

 ► Loft conversions are a great way to expand the property - and often the impact on street and building is often not adequately 
considered. Frequently choices are dictated by expediency  - for example what can be done without planning permission - 
rather than considering the long term quality and attractiveness of the property and the street. 

 ► Design and quality-led options exist and can be a great way to permanently enhance the property. Contemporary designs of 
suitable form and scale and using high quality materials could be considered, especially where the property has no distinctive 
heritage features.

 ► Dormers and loft windows should always be in proportion of the house and extend the house features. The roof structure 
should remain visible and in proportion with the building. 

 ► Wherever dormers and skylights are visible from the street (even if placed at the side or back of the building) the continuity and 
quality of the street views should be considered, especially where the street has strong character and consistency. 

 ► Within the Special Character Area, the integrity of the principal frontage and street should be preserved. 

 ► Refer to the Planning Portal http://www.planningni.gov.uk/index/advice/advice_apply/advice_apply_homes/advice_home_
work2/advice_home_roof.htm

FOR INSPIRATION





Attractive loft conversions typically do not 
overwhelm the roof and alter the basic form of the 
house 

Featureless materials and finishes become the 
dominant characteristic of the house

Well proportioned loft conversion relate to the 
alignments, features and proportions of the house 
as a whole

Loft conversions can be very attractive where they are coherent 
additions to the façade, with matching finishes and details

Additional features and elements can be attractive 
if integral to the façade

Contemporary design can adopt imaginative 
solutions, such as windows in the gable

Disproportionate dormer window take over the 
roof and look boxy, altering the quality of the street 
views

http://www.planningni.gov.uk/index/advice/advice_apply/advice_apply_homes/advice_home_work2/advice_h
http://www.planningni.gov.uk/index/advice/advice_apply/advice_apply_homes/advice_home_work2/advice_h
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EXISTING HOMES - CHANGE 
THAT IS BETTER TO AVOID
INAPPROPRIATE FAÇADE CHANGES POOR FRONT GARDENS UNATTRACTIVE LOFT CONVERSIONS

Back to back boxy loft extensions  with mixed colours and 
windows, lowering the quality of the back frontage

Box over the roof becomes the dominant feature  
of the house

Velux windows randomly located in respect of the facade do not 
create a good frontage composition

Boxy frontage loft extension ruins the proportion of the house and 
the rhythm of the street

Unnecessary change to frontage colour (right). Pointed roof 
removed (left)

Front garden removed for parking clutters the residential 
frontage

Poor materials and lack of planting

Well renovated house, but with a low quality rural style 
front garden edge

Cleaning of facing brick is more durable and preferable to 
renovations with render

Disparate and inharmonious colour and materials
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The Honor Oak Park and Crofton Park residential areas 
are typically very consistent street by street. Decades of 
development have brought limited disruption to the overall 
general quality, with very few cases of buildings that ‘don’t fit 
in’. 

In the area there is limited scope for larger scale 
redevelopment (see Neighbourhood Plan Policy SA1 and 
SA2). and consequent physical change. Most of the change 
will be from small scale sites, conversions of larger houses into 
flats or shop conversions. It is therefore very important that 
these additions are positive contributions to the environment 
in which they are sited - well proportioned and designed (in 
contemporary style or otherwise) to ‘fit in’ the wider area.

When building a new property or converting a building, it is 
important to consider the quality and identity of the street and 
neighbourhood by following these guiding principles:

 ► Adopt the scale and proportion of the street: heights, 
prevailing alignment and front gardens, especially when 
contemporary design choices are made.

 ► Contemporary interpretations are desirable, provided they 
are of high quality, well integrated and have a positive 
impact on the street character.

 ► Choose colours and materials which are in harmony with 
the context - even if different.

 ► Add to the richness of detailing of the area, with attractive 
detailing: doors, windows, balconies etc. Avoid featureless 
and boxy construction.

 ► Include rich landscape to the front gardens to improve 
the street character and increase water permeability and 
organise the location of refuse bins away from the street. 

 ► Conversions should be a positive addition to the street, well 
proportioned, and utilising high quality materials, to enrich 
the existing built form.

BUILDING NEW HOMES 
THAT FIT IN THE WIDER 
AREA
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RESIDENTIAL  
INFILL - COHERENCE

INFILL COHERENCE

 ► Infill development should fit in with the scale, height and appearance of surrounding properties and the general character of 
the street and in accordance with Neighbourhood Plan Policy BE1

 ► The traditional architectural features can be interpreted in a contemporary way, using high quality materials and with attention 
to detail. 

 ► Building lines of infill should follow the established building lines, to reinforce the consistent street enclosure characteristic of a 
grid layout.

FOR CONSIDERATION

Stock brick and stone detailing complements the 
existing materials palette

Attention to detail, recreating the same finishes 
but in a contemporary way

Height, vertical rhythm and proportions 
matching the proportions of the street, even with 
a contemporary architectural solution

Red brick, windows and stone detailing harmonises 
with the existing materials palette

Front garden enclosure recreated

A contemporary corner infill with good articulation, 
on the side but also overscale glass box does not 
help integration

Very simple design, perhaps lacking detail, but with good proportions, 
materials suited to the area and attractive corner windows

Contemporary design can be attractive, but should 
have more consideration of local urban form

Roof line and property proportions matching the 
street in which they are located

Front gardens (unfinished in the foreground 
property) keep the scale and proportion of the 
street elsewhere 

Macauley Road, Clapham

Calais Street, Brixton

Large windows are a contemporary interpretation 
of the traditional bow windows of the street
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RESIDENTIAL  
INTENSIFICATION

APPROPRIATE INTENSIFICATION

 ► Intensification of corner sites  should respect  the scale and appearance of surrounding properties.   Built form  should address 
the corner  with active frontages to promote street vibrancy.

 ► Where intensification leads to increase in cars, parking should be unobtrusive - integrated  within built form, at the rear and 
well screened when at the frontage. Permeable surfaces and landscaping should be incorporated to reduce its impact on water 
runoff.

 ► Mid-block and rear garage courts could be intensified, subject to addressing access and overlooking.   A contemporary 
approach would be encouraged.

A contemporary corner infill with good detailing and 
quality materials, but a flat roof is out of character

FOR CONSIDERATION

Space over the garages used for workshops or 
studios with windows overlooking the forecourt

Brick facing walls would have better 
integrated the building 

Large windows bring light and quality to a narrow 
property - but perhaps the bamboo additions is a 
sign that more privacy is needed

Infill addresses corner in a positive way, with a roof 
line replicating surrounding properties and strong 
window pattern enlivening the street

Street level treatment and shop frontage 
consistent across the corner - integrating the 
properties

The flat roof is inappropriate to the street 
character and creates a boxy design

Stripy brick decoration and small windows do not 
contribute to the quality and interest of the street

No ground level integration, and entrance not 
used to add interest to the street





Simple infill development but using good quality door and windows
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RESIDENTIAL INTENSIFICATION 
- CHANGE OF USE

CHANGE OF USE

 ► Focus on suitable built form for conversions of retail uses to ensure the essential shop front character is retained and the street 
frontage is vibrant.

 ► Regeneration focus on empty shops to improve  townscape through a series of initiatives e.g. pop-ups, meanwhile use, shop 
share, to improve dead frontages.

 ► Support progressive positive change and encourage mix of uses that enhances the livability of the area.  Live-work and office 
units create an active frontage at ground and upper floors, and provide local employment opportunities. 

FOR INSPIRATION  

Insensitive and poor quality materials reduce 
the quality of the whole frontage

Front door well integrated in former shop so 
that viability of shop parade is not affected

Attractive climbers and door introduce 
residential elements without removing shop 
front features

Conversion to employment use retaining the original property 
features

This approach to conversion respects the 
essential shop front character, by retaining the 
original shop features and partitions as entrance 
to the dwelling

Placeholder without licence to use - replace 
before publication

Placeholder without licence to use - replace 
before publication

Placeholder without licence to use - replace 
before publication

Housing entrance well integrated in the 
frontage

Vertical pane shop front windows retained, and 
frosted glazing used to protect privacy

Patchwork of colours and materials does not 
match the building above nor the ground level 
creating visual disorder that detracts from the 
street

Stripping of original shop front elements, without 
replacement, or integration, leaves the frontage 
‘naked’ and unfinished
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RESIDENTIAL INTENSIFICATION 
- INAPPROPRIATE SOLUTIONS
INCOHERENT INFILL OUT OF SCALE DEVELOPMENT FEATURELESS DESIGN UNATTRACTIVE SHOP CONVERSIONS

Plain frontage without architectural detailing

Attractive brickwork, but limited detailing and richness

Large block of flats with limited articulation and plain 
detailing

Glass box out of scale in the street

1960s design did not consider the qualities and scale of the area

Materials and design style incongruous with the area. Large street 
level shutters and boxy roof are unattractive Better facade coherence would be desirable

Unsightly conversions, reducing the quality of the overall 
facade and street
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SHOPPING STREETS AND 
EMPLOYMENT AREAS

02
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The Neighbourhood Plan identifies the importance of the local 
shopping and employment areas for their role as service and 
employment centres, as well as intrinsic value to the identity 
of the area. The Plan identifies the existing Crofton Park Local 
Neighbourhood Centre, proposes the designation of Honor Oak 
Park as a new Local Neighbourhood Centre, the protection of 
local shopping parades and the improvement of the Brockley 
Rise/ Stanstead Road shops (policies NC1-NC3).

Essential to the enhancement of shopping areas is the 
improvement of the street environment, of pedestrian priority 
and the quality of the shops. 

Streetscape improvements, although desirable, often require 
diminishing public budgets and may happen as a sequence 
of smaller scale interventions: removing clutter in the public  
realm, security  and signage, pedestrian and cycle priority  etc.  
For this reason it will be very important that shop owners and 
premises managers lead the way:

 ► By ensuring that the essential shop front character is 
retained and the street frontage is vibrant. This will require 
attention to  the strong sense of order to ground floor 
shop fronts and reinstating  vertically proportioned window 
panes,  well proportioned  timber fascias, pilasters, console 
brackets and finials to shop units. 

 ► Improve the greening of the shop frontages and reduce 
unnecessary clutter. To reinforce the distinct character and 
create a harmonious townscape  on shopping streets, it 
may be worth coordinating choices with other shop owners.

 ► Actively promote tree planting, pedestrian friendly and 
cycling initiatives (pedestrian crossings, cycle parking, 
signage, etc) by coordinating with other shops and lobbying 
for improvements through community devolved budgets 
(the Neighbourhood Assembly for example). 

RECOMMENDATIONS  
TO SHOP OWNERS  
AND BUSINESSES

Shop owners and occupiers of business premises could take a proactive role to 
the improvement of the street, by enhancing their premises and contributing to a 
welcoming public realm by providing planters, seating or cycle parking as part of 

their pavement activities, in coordination with the neighbouring premises.

Placeholder without licence to use - replace 
before publication
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SHOPPING STREETS - GOOD 
SHOPPING WINDOWS

REINFORCE THE COHERENT CHARACTER OF ALL SHOPPING AREAS 

 ► The Lewisham Shopfront Guide gives extensive guidance and good design exemplification and should be used whenever 
renovating shop fronts.

 ► Within the area of the Neighbourhood Plan, there are distinct character zones that should be reinforced. In Honor Oak Park 
it will be very important to strengthen the coherent and distinctive late Victorian / Edwardian character through renovation or 
sensitive recreation of features that are in harmony with the traditional shop fronts of the street. Crofton Park is more diverse 
and creative solutions that respect and reinterprets the shopping frontages in a contemporary way will be appropriate. In other 
areas, the priority should be in re-establishing well proportioned shop windows and removing over-dominant signage and boxy 
frontages.

 ► Attention must be given to  the strong sense of order and unity to ground floor shop fronts and reinstating typical features 
such as vertical panes,  well proportioned  timber fascias and signage, as well as pilasters, console brackets and finials where 
prevalent in the street. 

FOR INSPIRATION

Placeholder without licence to use - replace 
before publication

Original shop front features preserved and 
integrated in a contemporary shop with 
different use

Traditional colour palette adopted for frontage and 
pavement furniture

Shop individuality achieved  even 
if a sense of unity and continuity 
prevails

Period features have been removed over time and 
could be reinstated

Multiple shop signage and window creates 
substantial visual clutter to the detriment of the 
whole parade

Functional and featureless shop window is 
uninviting and does not reinforce the character of 
the street

Shop features respect the vertical 
partition of the building

Decoration, finials, lighting, and colours reinforce 
the quality of the street corner and building

Simple colours and signage create an elegant 
contemporary shop frontage

Shop front treatment reinforcing the distinctive 
identity  of the street





https://www.lewisham.gov.uk/myservices/planning/policy/Documents/ShopfrontDesignGuideSPD.pdf
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SHOPPING STREETS 
- VITALITY

SHOPPING STREET REVITALISATION  
AND VIBRANCY 

 ► Shops bring a lot of vitality to street by the way they interface with the pavement. It is very important that shop owners 
recognise that they can make a massive contribution to the whole street through relatively simple actions.

 ► Stronger impact will be achieved through coordinated action between groups of shops and joined direct intervention (for 
example a common planter scheme) or by agreeing simple upgrades to be implemented through community devolved budgets.

 ► Planters, flower baskets, outdoor lighting and seating all bring vibrancy to the street, especially where it is too expensive or 
impractical to have street trees or major streetscape upgrades.

 ► Roller shutters and boarded-up shop fronts should be avoided - Further guidance on acceptable shop front security  is 
contained in the Lewisham Shopfront guide.

FOR INSPIRATION

Shop front incorporates residential entrance 
seamlessly

Local businesses contributes to the greening of 
their area by installing and maintaining planters

A shop deliberately maximising the interface with the 
street, with lifting frontage, plants, seats (New York City)

Public art could be a way to improve shutters, 
when they cannot be avoided

Fun additions to elegant and simple shop 
frontages can be a way to enliven the street

Dead street interface (no plants, lighting, etc) 
reduces the appeal of the whole parade

Recent shop front adding vibrancy to the street 
with a well designed frontage, sensitive signage 
and lighting

Oversized light box signage out of scale in 
respect of street and building 

Empty boarded up shops and dark roller shutters 
result in a dead frontage with negative impact on 
nearby shops





https://www.lewisham.gov.uk/myservices/planning/policy/Documents/ShopfrontDesignGuideSPD.pdf
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SHOPPING STREETS 
 - PUBLIC REALM

WELCOMING PUBLIC REALM 

 ► The Neighbourhood Plan proposes the promotion of a number of Projects, which will have a great impact on the area as a 
whole. However, other smaller scale initiatives can be promoted by the community on a smaller scale, whenever the occasion 
arises.

 ► Promote  pedestrian and cycle priority in shopping areas with cycle parking near shops and pedestrian crossings along desire 
lines. Further guidance on priority and safety for pedestrians and cyclists is available in the Lewisham Streetscape Guide.  

 ► Business and resident community initiatives are welcome to introduce  planting  to shop fronts and parades – green walls, 
roofs, planters and enriched green verges.  

 ► Focus on reducing unnecessary clutter such as bollards, guardrails, apparatus etc. as part of redevelopment  and  public 
realm improvement projects.  Rationalising street furniture (e.g. removing unnecessary objects) is one of the principles of the 
Lewisham Streetscape Guide.

 ► Focus on integration of trade waste bins within premises as part of new schemes.

FOR INSPIRATION

Placeholder without licence to use - replace 
before publication

On-street cycle parking replacing a car parking 
space in Southwark, spellings out the message 
that bikes are a more efficient use of road space 
than cars

Interestingly shaped planters and furniture

Where space allows, pocket parks could include 
informal seating areas and lush greenery 
(example from Vienna University Campus)

Community-led projects could include richly planted verges, adding colour 
and interest to the street (example from Sheffield Creative District)

Community planters are a good way to enrich 
the streetscape and create a people friendly 
atmosphere

Pedestrian level street crossing, emphasising 
pedestrian priority





http://www.lewisham.gov.uk/myservices/transport/roads-and-pavements/Documents/LewishamStreetscapeGuide2011bookmarked.pdf
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EVENTS  
WITH A LASTING LEGACY

NEIGHBOURHOOD EVENTS TO STRENGTHEN THE COMMUNITY

 ► Crofton Park and Honor Oak Park have a great tradition of bringing people together through festivals and events, enhancing 
the life of the neighbourhood and making it special.

 ► Festivals could be used as a fun way to create temporary or durable improvements to the area by involving the whole 
community in street decoration festivals, front garden tree planting week ends, planting verges etc. These have the great merit 
of maximising transformation and giving a sense of ‘ownership’ with relatively small funds.

 ► Current art festivals, which attract a wider audience, should continue to add interesting features to dull locations.

 ► Pop Up Shops, meanwhile use and shop share could be piloted near Stanstead Road / Brockley Rise to test out demand in the 
area and provide impetus for revitalisation.  

 ► Markets or ‘open weekends’ - allowing temporary access to private spaces - should also be considered. 

FOR INSPIRATION

A way to liven up the streets, Narrow Way festival, 
Hackney with bunting, temporary seating and stalls

Planters used for the festival could be retained for a 
longer period of time

Thermoplastic paint used as a cheap way to 
transform the tarmac surfaces into a place of 
celebration

Active community participation is very effective to 
create improvements and personal bonds

Markets or special occasions can be a way to 
attract people to little used spaces

Art festivals have provided an effective way to improve bland 
features in the area

The occasion could be a way to promote the new 
Three Peak Green Chain Walk and promoting 
initiatives for its improvement

An opportunity to enjoy the special places of the 
neighbourhood and be part of the community, 
Blythe Hill Festival 2015

Placeholder without licence to use - replace 
before publication
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EMPLOYMENT AREAS

INCREASING RESILIENCE THROUGH DIVERSITY AND IMPROVED URBAN 
APPEARANCE

 ► Employment premises, such as Malham Road Industrial Estate and Beecroft Gardens, would be more resilient and able to 
accommodate a variety of business and employment premises if more attention was given to edges and planting.  

 ► Premise owners and managers should consider simple and practical ways to enhance the street and area as a whole, as well 
as safeguarding the functional aspects of their own operations

 ► Gaudy colours, storage of materials or waste along the street frontage and out of scale advertising should be avoided. 

 ► Focus should be on improving existing industrial premises interfacing residential areas, to make their environment safer and 
more sympathetic to adjacent residences.

FOR INSPIRATION

Active frontage and clear indication of location of 
entrance

Featureless frontage creates a dead and 
threatening street environment. No indication of 
entrance

Well maintained boundary defining the 
operational yard allows safety and surveillance

Poorly maintained yard and shutters

Tidy storage of goods

Good example of conversion to employment use 
that retains the heritage features of the building

Unnecessary bollards and broken pavements
Trees and planting retained add quality 
and greenery to the street

Unnecessary railing creating unusable space 
between street and shutters
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SHOPPING AND EMPLOYMENT - 
POOR IMPACT ON THE STREET
UNATTRACTIVE STREET INTERFACE UNTIDY AND CLUTTERED SIGNAGE POOR COMMERCIAL STREETSCAPE COMMERCIAL BIN STORAGE

Large expanses of public space with no purpose and no role in 
improving the visual interest of the area

Unnecessary railing to be removed and necessary cycle parking to 
be installed

Multiple clashing banner signs create a cluttered frontage 
which detracts from the location

Clashing gaudy colours and lettering do not convey a 
sense of quality to the street

Bright yellow railing and barbed wire over-emphasise 
security in a threatening way inappropriate to the area

Employment use makes not effort to provide a good interface with 
the mixed use street

Cluttered spillover on the street, with multiple signs, bins, bollards 
and other furniture: a lost opportunity for a large space

Commercial bins taking over the whole space and 
cluttering the street

Bins should not be located by the front door

Commercial bins in the street attracting further illegal 
dumping of waste













 





Poor quality bollards that serve no purpose
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ENVIRONMENT  
AND PUBLIC REALM

03
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The hilly topography, landscaped railway corridors and many 
parks on higher ground shape the local character of the Honor 
Oak Park and Crofton Park area.  In addition, some large green 
areas are in private ownership, or dedicated to special uses. 
There are a number of distant views and vistas of particular 
quality and contributing to the identity of the area. 

Although all parks are linked by a network of cycle routes, the 
state of the public realm is poor in places, with unnecessary 
clutter, inconsistent signage, and limited or restricted 
accessibility. 

Development schemes and public realm improvement 
initiatives should protect and reinforce the identity of the 
natural environment and contribute towards new green open 
public space, biodiversity and nature conservation, and allow 
for the planting of new trees.  This guidance recommends the 
following design principles: 

 ► Promote of Three Peaks Green Chain Walk (as designated 
by the Neighbourhood Plan) as a unifying feature for the 
area and strengthening its links to the wider green network, 
e.g. the Green Chain Walk and Waterlink Way walk.

 ► Promote the development of new green corridors and 
pocket parks that build on the existing green space network 
and open up vistas.  Enhance the links between these 
spaces and increase greater accessibility, awareness and 
usage by the public.

 ► Improve the quality of passageways and alleyways to 
promote cycling and walking in the area.  

 ► Promote active green spaces such as green roofs and 
green walls 

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT  
AS IDENTITY Community groups have a great role in the stewardship and promotion of 

the green identity of the neighbourhood. As well as the designations and 
recommendations of the Neighbourhood Plan, the green identity of Crofton Park 

and Honor Oak is dependent on pocket spaces, alleyways and interconnected green, 
which the community could take over and enhance for everybody’s enjoyment.
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NATURAL ENVIRONMENT AS 
IDENTITY - THREE PEAKS CHAIN 
WALK

THE THREE PEAKS CHAIN WALK AS A UNIFYING FEATURE FOR THE AREA

 ► The Three Peaks Green Chain Walk is the most important Project promoted by the Neighbourhood Plan. Its route links green 
spaces and heritage features of the area, as well as joins the wider Green Chain Walk to the Waterside Way, ensuring a broad 
network of leisure and cultural walks.

 ► Public promotion of the route linked to the neighbourhood’s natural and built heritage.  Focus on increasing awareness among 
the local and wider community, and encouraging greater usage - maps, calendar of organised walks. 

 ► Prioritise the improvement of a high quality pedestrian and cycle environment along the whole route to establish pedestrian 
and cycle priority through appropriate signage, pedestrian crossings at key intersections and interpretation boards. 

 ► Community initiatives for street enhancements along the walking route, such as greening of front gardens, permanent 
enclosures for refuse bins away from the streets, to improve the experience of pedestrians and promote street vibrancy.

 ► Possible ‘Legible London’ wayfinding signs at key locations (train stations), including information on Three Peaks and other 
green walks. 

FOR INSPIRATION

Places of memory and contemplation

Historic heritage along the route

Attractive long distance views towards Central 
London are part of the heritage along the route 

Attractive features along the way

Continuous attractive pedestrian environment is 
needed along the whole route

Special places promoting identity





Expansive and well maintained  green areas

Quiet green spaces away from the city but within it
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NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 
AS IDENTITY - POCKETS AND 
PASSAGEWAYS

POCKET PARKS, GREEN LINKS AND CORRIDORS TO ENHANCE THE GREEN 
IDENTITY OF THE NEIGHBOURHOOD

 ► Focus on increase of green open spaces - community initiatives to make private green spaces open to the wider community, 
bringing under utilised spaces into use as green areas, and replacing hard surfaces with soft landscape and permeable 
surfaces.  

 ► Improving urban links to nearby parks and green spaces and promoting community initiatives for their greening.    

 ► Development schemes should contribute to the greening of strategic corridors inside the boundary area, replacement of lost 
street trees, the opening up of vistas and creation of gateways.   

 ► Community maintenance actions to improve the environment of public passageways and alleyways to be developed as new 
green areas.

 ► Focus on maintenance of residential and other properties flank walls, and hard and soft landscaping along boundaries to public 
alleyways, to create a positive experience for pedestrians. 

 ► Further guidance on green areas can be found in the Lewisham Streetscape Guide 

FOR INSPIRATION

Poor treatment of public space and green link, 
with limited overlooking

New multi- functional green space 



Well defined areas, but unnecessary railing

Community sport facility



Poor maintenance

Unnecessary guardrail

http://www.lewisham.gov.uk/myservices/transport/roads-and-pavements/Documents/LewishamStreetscapeGuide2011bookmarked.pdf
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NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 
AS IDENTITY - ACTIVE

ACTIVE GREEN SPACES

 ► Green spaces can do more than just provide visual amenity and a green setting to properties: they can help promote a more 
sustainable and healthy style of urban living.

 ► Encourage green walls as a design measure for lowering noise pollution and air quality improvement. 

 ► Encourage green roofs and productive landscapes in new developments.

 ► Consider rainwater harvesting and bioswales for natural water runoff.

 ► Increase the biodiversity of the area through natural gardens and reserves.

 ► Engage children and the community in active green projects.

FOR INSPIRATION

Opportunities to make more active use of green 
areas that are already part of community uses

Biodiveristy garden managed by the community

Natural self-regenerating areas

Present day community herb garden

Green walls to improve the appearance, air quality 
and water retention (Sheffield)





Mixed planting and climbers making good use of a 
blank wall

Porous pavement
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NATURAL ENVIRONMENT - 
MISSED OPPORTUNITIES
POOR BIODIVERSITY LACK OF PURPOSE ABANDONED GREEN SPACE USELESS FURNITURE

Green verges could be used for intense mixed planting

Abandoned tree pits could be reused

Community spaces with limited use

Daunting passageways with semi-abandon space and 
blank walls

Abandoned alleyways could be replanted for biodiversity Heritage furniture could be restored - or removed

Pockets of sterile hardscape could benefit from additional mixed 
planting

Large expanses of unaccessible lawn require high maintenance 
and do not contribute to biodiversity

Broken pavements could provide an opportunity for 
planting or permeable surfaces

Dangerously positioned furniture should be removed
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